Safety and Security Films

Glass can be a fragile material, but the range of safety and security films supplied and installed by The Window Film Company UK Ltd provide an effective and simple solution.

Safety

If glass breaks, the resulting shards can become an instant hazard. By holding the pane together should a breakage occur, safety film provides peace of mind, ensuring that if glass does break, it does so safely.

It is a legal requirement that glass in public locations must meet a minimum safety standard, as set out in Building Regulations Approved Document N. This legislation states that glass in critical locations must be safety glass standard. An application of safety film, installed by our professional fitters will ensure that your existing glazing meets this standard.

Security

Window film can provide security in two ways. By obstructing vision, film can prevent valuable stock or belongings being visible, or by toughening the glass - making it harder to break.

The Window Film Company UK Ltd can supply and install Class A security to existing glass, which will make the glass more resistant, whilst also holding it together in the frame if it does eventually break - a combination that deters potential intruders.

Safety and security films are available in a range of finished and thicknesses, including bomb blast protection film, and are available in both internal and external grades. Contact us today for advice and details on the full range.

Major uses
One way or two way privacy

Appearance
Reflective, frosted or colour

Application
Internal or external

Warranty
Up to 10 years